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By Gary Reed

Transfuzion Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Guy Davis (illustrator). Perfect Paperback.
178 pages. Dimensions: 10.2in. x 6.6in. x 0.4in.A compelling saga of a man who lives forever, Saint
Germaine is creator and writer Gary Reeds insightful journey that sweeps through the ages of
historical and mythological views. Germaine pulls the memories of those about to die and binds
them into his own. He is a man who can claim immortality. yet has died a thousand deaths. In this
graphic novel, following the introductory volume of Saint Germaine: Shadows Fall, Reed is joined by
some noteworthy artists in providing stand alone stories that explore more of the legendary figure
of Reeds imagination in Saint Germaine. In The Man in the Iron Mask , Reed is joined by artists Guy
Davis and Andy Bennett as Germaine ventures into the dungeons to confront the un-named
prisoner who was forced to conceal his identity for life. The secret of what lay behind the iron mask
is revealed. Bennett joins up with Sandman artist, Vincent Locke in an exploration of evil though
history and Reed gives his spin on the mysterious and avenging figure known as Kilroy. Giovanni
Casanova, the worlds greatest lover was so...
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ReviewsReviews

This created book is wonderful. This is for all those who statte that there was not a worth reading. Your way of life span will likely be enhance as soon as
you comprehensive looking at this publication.
-- Jesse Yundt-- Jesse Yundt

Merely no words to clarify. I could comprehended almost everything using this published e publication. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Lor i Ter r y-- Lor i Ter r y
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